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Abstract:
The effective application of convolutional neural network in computer vision, natural language
processing and other aspects, as well as the research and design of smart home system and the
development and application of smart home product terminals, are the important direction of current
product design industry. However, due to the influence of traditional concepts and models, the real-time
follow-up and close combination of the above-mentioned knowledge content has not been effectively
implemented in the current product design course in China's universities, resulting in a partial disjunction
with the requirements of talents required by the society. Based on this situation and trend, this paper takes
the innovative design of smart home wardrobe system as an example, through the application of artificial
intelligence deep convolutional neural network and other technologies to carry out the case analysis and
design of system function module, logic level and system interface, so as to bring specific design practice
close to the development front of product design, and at the same time, adopt course follow-up survey,
learner self-evaluation, achievements statistics and comparative analysis and other methods summarize
the course effect, which not only promotes the learners' cognition and understanding of the frontier of
product design technology, but also effectively stimulates their interest, significantly improves the course
quality, course effect and learners' innovative practice ability of product design major, and provides
experience for reference.
Keywords: Deep Convolutional Neural Network, Smart Home, Product Design, Empirical Research,
Validity Evaluation, Innovative Application.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the arrival of the era of big data, the development of artificial intelligence has been injected with
strong power. The primary goal of talent training in universities is to meet the needs of the continuous
development and progress of society and market. In terms of talent training and education and teaching of
product design major in Chinese universities, the rapid change of artificial intelligence and computer
technology has made the current teaching content, teaching methods and teaching platform of the major
increasingly traditional, basically unable to adapt to the new situation and new requirements. In addition,
compared with industrial design major, the difference between the training mode of product design major
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and the industrial design major is very obvious. The main differences are shown in TABLE I:
TABLE I. The main differences of industrial design and product design talents training in
Chinese Universities

Main courses

Industrial design
C language programming
advanced mathematics
college physics
mechanical foundation
product structure and principle
ergonomics
product form design basis
tool and equipment product design
program and method
tool and equipment product
development design (structure)
CMF design
interaction design
tool and equipment product system
design
product design expression
designer basic training

Practical
training
courses

product model technology
product mapping
design investigation and analysis
design competition topic
product design trend research
enterprise project topic

Product design
modeling basis
design thinking and method
industrial design history
product design expression
product form basis
product structure basis
computer-aided product design
brand thematic design
materials and production process
product semantic design
product development design
product system design
product sketch
product design survey and
method
product mapping
product model process

It can be noticeable from TABLE I that the industrial design major focuses more on science and
engineering courses, and the students trained have a profound background of science and engineering
knowledge. Hence, they are high-quality application-oriented industrial design that can comprehensively
handle the relationship between products and functions, forms, structures, materials, society, environment
and market, and can engage in industrial product development decision-making and design practice in
design institutions and research and design department of manufacturing enterprise. In terms of curriculum
and teaching system, product design major prefers the training mode of liberal arts talents. It is to train
applied product design talents with high aesthetic ability, modeling ability and integration innovation
ability who can work in design service industry, cultural and creative industry and other fields. Its
advantage is that art design ability and creative thinking ability are systematically trained. They are good at
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product design expression and product semantic expression, strong artistic appreciation. However, it exists
obvious defects, mainly concentrated in: Firstly, although systematic study has been carried out on the
function, structure, form, material and decoration of the product, it cannot reach a deep level of mastery
due to the lack of engineering learning background, especially in the product structure and related
scientific and technological fields; Secondly, the proportion of practical courses is relatively small, usually
less than 18%; Thirdly, the limited case and development based teaching has not been effectively
combined with the rapid development of artificial intelligence, big data and Internet of things technology
for in-depth analysis and thorough understanding. Therefore, it is urgent for deep convolutional neural
network, cloud computing, intelligent sensors, mobile terminals and CNC systems to intervene in the case
teaching of product design major in Chinese universities.
This paper takes the teaching of innovative design of smart home wardrobe system as an example to
systematically demonstrate the application of deep convolutional neural network technology in product
design. On the one hand, it is used to introduce and supplement the professional knowledge of science and
engineering of product design and the current information of new technology frontier. On the other hand, it
is used to improve the effectiveness and application of case teaching and practical teaching of product
design.
In the case teaching of product design major in China's universities, home product design is an
important direction. The case teaching system is formed by the program and method of home product, the
development and design of home product and the design of home product system. At present, since Bill
Gates "Xanadu 2.0" entered the domestic field of vision, smart home system can be described as booming
development. In 2014, Metalprogetti, an Italian company, developed an automatic rotating dynamic
wardrobe [1]. After users use smartphones or tablet computers to select clothes, the wardrobe will
automatically transfer the clothes to the user, which is very convenient. All of these benefits from the rapid
changes of artificial intelligence technology and Internet of things technology. Artificial intelligence
technology extends and develops in the field of computer vision. Among them, the application of deep
learning in image recognition is more successful, which mainly benefits from the following three aspects:
the generation of large-scale data sets, the development of powerful models and a large number of
available computing resources. For a variety of image recognition tasks, the well-designed depth neural
network has far exceeded the previous methods based on artificial design of image features. The
development of image recognition technology in recent years has made rapid progress. For example, in
PASCAL VOC object detection benchmark test, the performance of the detector has soared from an
average accuracy of 30% to more than 90% today. For image classification, in the challenging ImageNet
data set, the performance of the current advanced algorithm is even better than that of human beings. [2] In
many deep neural networks, convolutional neural network is a kind of mature, practical and effective
neural network. Therefore, the application of the innovative design of smart home wardrobe system based
on convolutional neural network technology to the case teaching of product design major in Chinese
universities has clear direction and distinct significance.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Artificial intelligence has advanced rapidly, not only in the realm of imagination using robots to depict
artificial intelligence and human-like characteristics, but also the development of artificial intelligence to
provide many specific benefits in every industry. They include anything from Google search algorithms to
self-driving cars to autonomous weapons [3]. Today, AI technology is revolutionizing schools and
class-rooms and making jobs much easier for teachers [4]. Over the years, there has been a slow but steady
revolution in education from the use of the blackboard to the white-board and now the use of displays in
most educational institutions. Research has shown consistent improvement in AI in education through the
use of various virtual assistant applications [5].
The applications of artificial intelligence in education are increasing and have re-ceived a lot of
attention in the last couple of years. Artificial intelligence and adaptive learning technologies featured
prominently as important advances in educational technology in the 2018 Horizon Report [6], with an
accreditation period of 2 or 3 years. According to the report, experts expect AI in education to grow by 43%
in the period 2018-2022, although the Horizon Report 2019 Higher Education Edition [7] expects AI
applications related to education and learning to grow even more significantly from this.
Luckin et al. [8] describe three classes of AI software applications in education that are available today:
1. personal tutors, 2. intelligent support for collaborative learning, and 3. intelligent virtual reality.
Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) can be used to simulate one-to-one personal teaching. Based on learner
models, algorithms, and neural networks, they can make decisions about an individual student's learning
path, content to choose, and provide cognitive scaffolding and assistance, to engage the student in dialogue.
ITS have tremendous potential, especially in large-scale distance learning institutions, which operate units
with thousands of students, where individual human tutoring is impossible. A large body of research shows
that learning is a social exercise; Interaction and cooperation are at the heart of the learning process.
AIED can contribute to collaborative learning by supporting adaptive group for-mation based on
learner models, by facilitating online group interaction or by summarizing discussions that can be used by
a human tutor to guide students toward course goals and objectives. Moreover, drawing on Intelligent
Transportation Systems, Intelligent Virtual Reality (IVR) is used to engage and guide students in authentic
virtual reality and game-based learning environments. Virtual agents can act as educators, facilitators, or
peer students, for example, in virtual or remote labs [9].
Becker and Smith [10] in their work approach educational AI tools from three dif-ferent perspectives;
A) Facing the learner, B) Facing the teacher, C) Facing the AIED system. Learner-facing AI tools are
software that students use to learn a topic, such as adaptive or customized learning management systems or
intelligent transportation systems. Teacher-facing systems are used to support the teacher and reduce
workload by automating tasks such as administration, assessment, feedback, and plagiarism detection.
AIED tools also provide insight into the learning progress of students so that the teacher can proactively
provide support and guidance when needed. System facing AIED are tools that provide information to
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administrators and managers at the institutional level, for example to monitor attrition patterns across
colleges or colleges.
Several recent studies [11, 12] have shown that artificial intelligence has become a part of our daily
lives. Artificial intelligence technology is used in automatic parking systems, smart sensors to take pictures
as well as personal assistance, not forgetting that it has also changed the way people learn. Currently,
educational materials are made available through smart devices. With the application of AI in educational
institutions, many administrative tasks have been automated and others are still automated to give teachers
more time to spend on students.
AI-assisted education includes smart and innovative education virtual learning, data analysis and
forecasting. Note that AI-enabled education plays a more important role as it enhances learning
requirements. Intelligent education systems provide timely, personalized instruction and feedback to both
teachers and learners. It is designed to improve the value and efficiency of learning through multiple
computing technologies, especially those related to machine learning, which are closely related to the
statistics model and cognitive learning theory. The main scenarios of AI in education and the main
supporting technologies are listed in TABLE II.
TABLE II. Techniques for scenarios of AIED

Scenarios of aied
Smart school
Personalized intelligent teaching
Assessment of students and school
Grading and evaluation of paper and
exams
Online and mobile remote education

Ai related techniques
Face and speech recognition, virtual labs, A/R, V/R,
hearing and sensing
Data mining or Bayesian knowledge interference
intelligent systems, learning analysis
Adaptive learning method and personalized learning
approach, academic analytics
Computer vision, image recognition, prediction
system
Edge computing, virtual personalized assistants,
real-time analysis

III. FUNCTION MODULE AND LOGIC LEVEL OF SMART HOME WARDROBE SYSTEM
CONSTRUCTED AND ANALYZED IN CASE TEACHING
The first task of the case study is to build and show the functional modules and logical levels of the
system. In order to carry out teaching better, five modules with high frequency of product design and use
in this field are adopted, namely, scanning, weather, popular elements, fashion matching and space
management.
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Scanning: The scanning interface is based on convolutional neural network technology to identify and
classify clothing in intelligent wardrobe. The clothing is classified by season, style, color, etc.
Weather: The weather interface is divided into four parts: weather, temperature, air quality and PM2.5
index. Through the data analysis, it can provide the reference for users.
Occasion matching: This module is to recommend clothing and accessories matching according to the
occasion needs attended by users, such as sports, leisure, business, banquet, etc.
Popular elements: This module is based on the analysis of current fashion and the user's habits to
recommend fashion wear, which is simply divided into three parts: top, bottom and accessories. Continue
to subdivide the selection type after the user clicks so as to provide reference collocation required by users,
and there are fashion magazines, so that users can quickly understand the current trend of fashion.
Space management: The module is set the function of space scanning and clothing coding. Through
space scanning, the user's wardrobe space map will appear, and then the coding and placement location
will appear after the clothing scanning, so as to optimize the user's home life and make the wardrobe
management more convenient.
After the detailed analysis and explanation of the system function module, the logic level is
constructed, as shown in Fig 1.
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Fig 1: Logic level of system function module
IV. APPLICATION OF DEEP CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK TECHNOLOGY IN
THE INNOVATIVE DESIGN OF SMART HOME WARDROBE SYSTEM
The core content of case teaching is to introduce the deep convolutional neural network technology for
students, and to explain and demonstrate its application in the innovative design of smart home wardrobe
system, as well as to carry out the specific practical design of system interface.
4.1 Clothing Recognition and Classification in Intelligent Wardrobe based on Convolutional Neural
Network
For deep learning, the creation of training set is vital. Thus, the establishment of training set is like
providing a learning material for computer equipment. After the establishment of deep learning neural
network, it is necessary to learn and recognize all kinds of clothing based on the training set. In the process
of training set establishment, first of all, a large number of samples should be collected. There are many
ways to collect samples, such as downloading from ImageNet or collecting from picture website. In this
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case teaching, teacher guides students to choose Deep Fashion clothing training set, because in the field of
clothing image recognition, Deep Fashion clothing training set is quite complete, including 50 clothing
categories, 1, 000 clothing attributes and 289, 222 pieces of clothing images; each picture is marked with
bounding box and clothing type, as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2: Examples of Deep Fashion clothing training set
4.2 Application and System Design of Deep Convolutional Neural Network Technology
Convolutional neural network is a kind of deep feed-forward artificial neural net-work, which has
outstanding performance for large-scale image processing. Com-pared with the traditional image
processing methods, convolutional neural network takes a two-dimensional image as the input of the
network, transmits and calculates layer by layer through the network, extracts the significant features in the
image, and finally realizes the image recognition process through the classifier. This process can not only
effectively reduce the difficulty of traditional methods in image preprocessing, but also reduce the
subjective judgment of artificial selection of effective features, and realize the end-to-end recognition of
image mode [13]. The basic condition of innovative design of smart home wardrobe system is to identify,
process and classify a large number of clothing images with different styles. Therefore, in case teaching,
the application principle and process of convolutional neural network technology are analyzed and
explained in detail, as follows:
4.2.1 Deep convolutional neural network level structure
Convolutional neural network extracts and abstracts the feature information of the original data (RGB
image data, etc.) layer by layer by stacking a series of operations such as convolution operation, pooling
operation and nonlinear activation function mapping. This process is called feed forward operation [14]. In
the last layer of convolutional neural network, the objective task (classification or regression) is formalized
as the objective function. By calculating the difference between the real value and the predicted value and
using the back propagation algorithm to feedback the optimized parameters from the last layer to the
previous layer gradually, the optimization of the network parameters is achieved. After updating the
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parameters, feed-forward operation is carried out again, so that the loop continues until the network model
converges, so as to achieve the purpose of model training [15]. The level structure of convolutional neural
network includes data input layer, convolution calculation layer, ReLU excitation layer, pooling layer and
fully connection layer.
Data input layer
The processing of this layer is mainly to preprocess the original image data, including:
A. Removing Mean: the center of each dimension of the input data is changed to 0. The purpose is to
pull the center of the sample back to the origin of the coordinate system.
B. Normalization: normalize the amplitude to the same range, that is, reduce the interference caused by
the difference of data value range of each dimension. For example, there are features A and B of two
dimensions, the range of A is 0 to 10, and the range of B is 0 to 10000. If the direct use of these two
features is problematic, the good way is to normalize, that is, the data of A and B is converted into the
range of 0 to 1.
PCA / whitening: dimension reduction with PCA; whitening is the normalization of amplitude on each
characteristic axis of data.
Convolution calculation layer
This layer is the most important level of convolutional neural network, and also the reason of the name
of "convolutional neural network".
In this convolution layer, there are two key operations:
A. local correlation, each neuron is regarded as a filter.
B. the window (receptive field) slides, and the filter calculates the local data.
ReLU excitation layer
The output of convolution layer is mapped nonlinearly. CNN adopts the excitation function of ReLU
(Rectified Linear Unit), which is characterized by fast convergence and simple gradient calculation.
Pooling layer
The pooling layer is sandwiched in the middle of the continuous convolution layer to compress the
amount of data and parameters and reduce over fitting. The input is the image, and the main function of the
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pooling layer is to compress the image. The methods used in the pooling layer are Max pool and Average
pool.
Fully connected layer
All the neurons in the two layers have weight connection. Generally, the fully connection layer is at the
tail of convolutional neural network, which is the same as the connection mode of traditional neural
network neurons
Fig 3 and TABLE III show the structure framework and parameter setting of the deep convolutional
neural network in case teaching.

Fig 3: Structure diagram of deep convolutional neural network introduced in case teaching
TABLE III. Parameter setting of deep convolutional neural network in case teaching
Hierarchical structure
Input
Conv0/BN
Max Pool
Slight_Module
Change_Module
Max Pool

Convolution kernel size /
step size/pad
--11×11/4/0
3×3/2/0
--5×5/1/2
3×3/1/1
3×3/1/1
1×1/1/0
3×3/2/0

Output dimension
227×227×3
55×55×128
27×27×128
27×27×128
27×27×256
13×13×256
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Slight_Module
Change_Module
Average pool
Slight_Module
Change_Module
GlobalAvepool
FC

--5×5/1/2
3×3/1/1
3×3/1/1
1×1/1/0
2×2/2/1
--5×5/1/2
3×3/1/1
3×3/1/1
1×1/1/0
---

13×13×256
13×13×512
7×7×512
7×7×512
7×7×512
101/43
101/43

4.2.2 Training framework
At present, there are three main neural network training frameworks:
A. Caffe: from Berkeley's mainstream CV toolkit, it supports C++, python, Matlab, and model zoo,
including a large number of pre-trained models for use.
B. TensorFlow: Google's deep learning framework, Tensor board visualization is very convenient, data
and model parallelization is good and fast.
C. Torch: A convolutional neural network toolkit used by Facebook. The local interface of
time-domain convolution makes it very intuitive to use and simple to define a new network layer.
TensorFlow's visual operation is convenient [16], and it is convenient for the clothing classification
development of smart home wardrobe system. Therefore, the TensorFlow framework is selected for
convolutional neural network training in case and practical teaching. With the flexible structure in
TensorFlow, computing can be deployed to one or more CPUs or GPUs in desktop devices, servers or
mobile devices through an API.
TensorFlow object detection API is a framework built on TensorFlow to identify specific objects in
images. TensorFlow supports transitional learning of five pre-training models to improve recognition
speed. TensorFlow Lite is a lightweight solution of TensorFlow for mobile and embedded devices. It
supports machine learning reasoning on devices with low latency and small binary size. TensorFlow Lite
also supports the hardware acceleration of Android and IOS neural network API, with no problem of cross
platform. TensorFlow Lite uses many technologies to achieve low latency, such as optimizing the mobile
application kernel, perfusion activation, and quantization kernel that allows smaller and faster (fixed-point
mathematics) models [17].
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4.2.3 Interface design
After defining the system structure and logic level, as well as deep convolutional neural network
embedded analysis, smart home wardrobe system interface design becomes the focus of case and practice
teaching. In the teaching process, the teacher combines the deep convolutional neural network level
structure to carry out the inter-face case display analysis, but before the display, teacher instructs the
students to analyze the pain points for the system users. There are two main problems: One is the general
acceleration of urban life rhythm, people often do not have more time to tidy up the wardrobe, and then the
wardrobe tidying becomes the difficulty of home life. Second, with the improvement of the quality of life,
people's pursuit of fashion and the demand for scientific and exquisite matching of clothing are becoming
higher and higher. Based on the above two pain points, the students’ practical design are required to try to
achieve targeted recommendation of "thousands of people and thousands of faces", so that users can enjoy
"private customization" services. The design interface given by the teaching case presented to students is
easy to operate and be a clear logic. The simple icon has a strong ability of information transmission to
ensure that users can identify it correctly and quickly. The red and white color design and matching reflect
and highlight the brand color, while leaving a deep impression on customers. Through classification and
typesetting, enhance the visual expression of the page. Each page shows the main functions directly below
to ensure fast and convenient. Generally speaking, the layout of the interface is clear, the key points are
highlighted, the functional structure is reasonable, and the use is easier.
The main scanning function page can start intelligent scanning and scan users' clothing and accessories
to assist in storage, sorting and classification.
In order to provide users with information about fashion clothing and matching that they are interested
in, a "stroll" page with recommendation function is designed. There are five interfaces in the secondary
page, which can slide left and right or click to switch; the search function enables users to search relevant
content more quickly and accurately, and can also directly jump to mainstream shopping Apps such as
"Taobao", "Tmall", etc. In addition, it is also designed with user interaction function. Users can access
through mobile phones and other mobile terminals, and realize real-time information sharing and
communication interaction in the form of words and pictures.
The weather page updates the detailed weather information in real time, and pro-vides the user with
human-machine interactive intelligent clothing recommendation service according to the weather
conditions. Fig 4 is the human- machine interaction workflow.
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Fig 4: Human-machine interaction workflow
The "Wardrobe" page can be used for digital scientific sorting, editing, scientific recommendation and
selection of user's clothing accessories after scanning, and also provides human-machine interaction
function.
"My" page contains user level and check-in system, including personal infor-mation, clothing
management, recommendation and purchase, fashion front, and settings. The settings include system
settings, user interface settings and user feedback to improve the user's affinity and trust for the system.
Some examples of page design are shown in fig 5.
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Fig 5: Interface design of some functional modules of the system
V. INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS' LEARNING EXPERIENCE
The mediation of fake insights innovation, such as profound convolutional neural arrange, not as it
were effectively guides understudies to create item plan and course learning from basic computer-aided
computer program into the following, under-standing and application of advanced cutting-edge advances,
such as manufactured insights and huge information, but too makes portion of the educating substance of
item plan alter from straightforward computer program educating and computer program application to
item advancement plan instructing based on cutting-edge innovation. In arrange to superior get it how
students learn and their learning encounter, whereas presenting convolution neural net-work innovation to
improve the educating substance and educating implies of item de-sign claim to fame and carrying out the
inventive application of savvy domestic closet case educating, the inquire about bunch pays consideration
to examining and following students' learning involvement and learning impact
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5.1 Students Carried out Technical Study and Application Discussion
Convolutional neural network has become a mainstream technology for image processing. Although it
involves the field of artificial intelligence, it is of great significance for students majoring in product design
to preliminary contact and learn this technology to carry out object positioning, object recognition, target
segmentation and key point detection. In case teaching, students learn and understand the process of using
convolution neural network technology to process images, especially have an intuitive feeling of how to
convert design language into computer language and store, analyze and calculate. For example, color
images are superimposed into three channels of images through red, green and blue (RGB) and converted
into matrices for computer recognition, so as to complete the data input of neural network. Then, through
the increase of convolution layer and its operation, the multi-layer network is used to extract the features of
complex images, and the nonlinear problems are solved by using nonlinear functions such as ReLU. Next,
the feature matrix is segmented by pooling layer to reduce the dimension. Finally, the local features and
each feature matrix are combined into vector representatives to calculate the score of each category. After
students understand the operation principle of the above technology, the course teaching officially begins
to use the neural network training framework for training, so as to make the trained convolutional neural
network correctly classify the images and complete the complex image processing tasks. Students also
further appreciate the advantages and application prospects of artificial intelligence technology in the
process of learning and perception.
On this basis, carrying out practical design operation is the key link for students to make more effective
use of convolution neural network technology. Students extract the features through convolution neural
network technology and combine their own design experience to carry out personalized interface design of
smart home wardrobe system. In the teaching and discussion link in the design process, the research group
interviewed students, the feedback learning experience is mainly reflected in three aspects: first, the
introduction of new technology in the teaching of smart home product design has improved students'
awareness of understanding and paying attention to the forefront of science and technology, and realized
the important role of convolution neural network technology in image processing and product design;
second, case teaching is combined with practical design. Students have high interest and strong
applicability, and can timely and deeply understand new technologies and their application fields. At the
same time, it exercises students' practical ability, conforms to the practice of paying attention to design
technology and design principles set in the course teaching objectives and enables students to have the
learning goal of integrating "design, technology, users, business and culture" to create new products; third,
some students also put forward the limitations of the current technology in the process of image
recognition and processing, compared and analyzed it with manual image recognition and processing,
summarized their advantages and disadvantages, and considered the future development and application
prospects. In this process, students trained scientific thinking methods, and improved comparative
research, asking questions, analyzing questions, solving problems and giving full play to the ability of
design creativity and innovation in combination with computer science, which is also one of the important
objectives of talent training and course teaching of the major.
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5.2 Questionnaire on Students' Learning Experience
At the end of the course, the research group issued the questionnaire of students' learning experience
(using the visual simulation scoring method [18]) to the students of product design major (40 students in
each class), that is, the students who study in the traditional teaching mode and the students who study in
the case teaching mode based on the application of deep convolutional neural network technology, so as to
collect the feedback and evaluate the teaching and learning effect. The contents of the self-assessment
form are divided into eight parts: design thinking, scientific research thinking, communication ability,
practical ability, comprehension ability, class participation, learning interest and learning satisfaction, each
of which is 10 points. The content setting and feedback of the questionnaire are summarized as follows:
The design thinking item includes the function and influence of the application of convolution neural
network technology on design innovation, design conception, design test, design method and design
problem solving. Students' feedback results are mainly reflected in the effective acquisition of cutting-edge
design technologies and design innovation points, the breakthrough and reform of design ideas and design
problem solving, the multiple paths of design methods and design directions, and the combination of
man-machine and so on.
The scientific research thinking item mainly includes the current research hotspots and advanced
research methods related to convolution neural network technology, the theoretical system and operation
approach of convolution neural network technology to image processing, and the scientific demonstration
and evaluation of experimental cases. Students' feedback results focus on their awareness of
interdisciplinary cognition and research has been significantly enhanced. The new development of
convolutional neural network technology has broadened their own scientific research vision, and the
specific case analysis has improved the demonstration ability of the application of new technology.
The communication ability item mainly include the listening ability, question raising ability,
communication ability of students in the process of introducing convolution neural network technology
into case teaching, as well as the cooperation ability, expression ability and design ability in the process of
practical design. The information fed back by students mainly includes case teaching and practical design,
which strengthens communication and cooperation, but lacks practical communication and dialogue with
product and interface experience users.
The practical ability item is mainly reflected in the students' actual feelings in the aspects of
investigation and analysis and the development of smart home wardrobe system and its interface design.
Students generally believe that through the pain point analysis, the design direction and problems to be
solved are clarified, and the construction of system function modules and logic levels strengthens their
specific perception of the system application structure. The interface design is based on convolutional
neural network technology, and the designed works are more scientific and rational.
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The comprehension ability item mainly includes students' understanding of the application of
convolutional neural network technology and its associated artificial intelligence and human-computer
interaction, as well as the learning and understanding of smart home system. Some students can understand
the overall idea and process of the application of the technology, but due to the limitations of the discipline
background and the short teaching time, it is difficult to thoroughly understand the specific application
details of the technology.
Class participation item mainly includes question and answer interaction of new technology case
teaching, cooperative discussion of practical design, representation of work display and so on. The vast
majority of students are positive. A small number of students have low participation in some teaching and
interaction links because they are difficult to effectively and comprehensively understand knowledge
points in a short time, and the feedback of the questionnaire is also positively correlated.
Learning interest item mainly includes students' interest and evaluation in teaching contents, teaching
forms, teaching links and teaching methods. The feedback results are very optimistic. Students express
strong interest, and the scores for each content of interest items are more than 7 points (0-10 points).
The item of learning satisfaction mainly includes students' satisfaction with the introduction of
convolution neural network technology teaching, satisfaction with the setting of teaching links, satisfaction
with the difficulty of teaching content and teaching requirements, satisfaction with teaching methods,
self-evaluation of the fit between course learning and personal needs and so on. Students' overall feedback
satisfaction is high, and their learning experience and learning harvest are good, only a few students said
that although they were interested in new technology and case teaching, they thought that learning was
difficult and their learning satisfaction was general.

VI. CASE TEACHING EFFECT OF APPLICATION OF DEEP CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL
NETWORK TECHNOLOGY
6.1 Teaching Effect 1
Students' enthusiasm for learning has been greatly enhanced, and their initiative in learning has been
significantly enhanced. This change is clearly reflected in the questionnaire survey results of students'
learning experience. Based on the results of the questionnaire survey, the research group adopted
SPSS19.0 data statistical analysis software, and the measurement data is described by mean ± standard
deviation, P < 0.05 indicates that there is significant difference between the comparison items.
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TABLE IV. Comparison of learning self-assessment between traditional teaching class and case
teaching class
Contents
Design thinking

Traditional teaching class
4.18±0.87

Case teaching class
7.65±0.74

Scientific research thinking

5.20±0.82

7.03±0.86

Communication ability

5.75±0.83

7.22±0.81

Practical ability

5.83±0.87

7.18±0.79

Comprehension ability

6.04±0.72

7.82±0.81

Class participation

5.60±0.87

7.88±0.82

Learning interest

5.22±0.81

7.91±0.85

Learning satisfaction

4.59±0.83

7.63±0.90

The comparison of each group of data in TABLE IV shows significant differences, that is, P < 0.05.
The results are obvious. Case teaching based on the application of deep convolutional neural network
technology is very popular with students, which to a large extent stimulates students' interest in learning
and desire for hands-on design practice. In specific module structure analysis and interface design, it also
directly improves their ability of practical operation.
6.2 Teaching Effect 2
The case teaching of innovative design of smart home wardrobe system not only focuses on the
introduction of current popular technologies such as artificial intelligence, big data and Internet of things,
but also enables students to contact new product development and innovative design in close and
multi-dimensional way. Through the case analysis of a series of links such as technology introduction,
design explanation, product demonstration and practical application, students can fully feel the application
of new technology, appreciate the charm of new products, and then improve the innovative design
capability of students. Through the data statistics comparison, the two groups of students in the traditional
teaching class and the case teaching class are quite different in learning performance and learning effect.
Generally speaking, the case teaching class has significant learning effect, the students' performance has
increased significantly, and their learning achievements are diversified and rich. The reason why this effect
is mainly attributed to the introduction of convolution neural network technology and the case teaching of
innovative design of smart home wardrobe system is that: firstly, the effect of previous traditional teaching
has been recorded over the years, and there is no major change or breakthrough in students' course learning
results. Secondly, most of the achievements of case teaching classes are highly related to convolution
neural network technology and innovative design of smart home wardrobe system. Thirdly, the
comprehensive assessment results of courses closely related to the course content have been greatly
improved. TABLE V shows the comparison of learning achievements and assessment results between
traditional teaching class and case teaching class. For course comprehensive assessment results, SPSS19.0
software is also used for data difference statistical analysis, and the score of course comprehensive
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assessment is 100 points.
TABLE V. Comparison of learning achievements and assessment results between traditional teaching
class and case teaching class
Traditional
teaching class

Case teaching
class

Invention patent
Utility model patent
Appearance patent
International conference

0
2
5
0

1
8
12
2

Domestic conference

9

17

Competition Award
(Person time)

International level
National level
Provincial level
Municipal and school level

0
0
1
3

2
2
3
9

Course
comprehensive
assessment results

/

79.21±3.53

88.59±2.67

Contents

Number of national
patent applications
Attend academic
conferences(Person
time)

6.3 Teaching Effect 3
The introduction of innovative case design teaching of smart home wardrobe system and convolutional
neural network and Internet of things technology make the students majoring in product design have a
broader scientific and technological vision, broader their design thinking, and significantly improved their
attention to the cutting-edge of science and technology. In the organized classroom discussion, students are
keen to discuss the development of all kinds of the latest science and technology. In addition, through the
vivid explanation of specific case analysis, and the introduction of new technology in product design
combination point and application point, students' application concept of new technology is significantly
enhanced, and they have a clear understanding of the application path of new technology as well.
VII. CONCLUSION
7.1 Conclusion 1
By the end of 2020, the number of internet users in China reached 989 million, an increase of 85.4
million over March 2020, and the internet penetration rate reached 70.4%. Among them, the number of
mobile Internet users in China reached 986 million, an increase of 88.85 million over March 2020, and
the proportion of internet users using mobile internet reached 99.7%. Hence, the keen domestic closet
framework can optimize the user's closet space administration through straightforward portable terminal
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operation, give logical clothing coordinating reference, and make the savvy domestic life coordinated
into people's life speedier. Taking the application of convolutional neural network and other
technologies as the starting point, the teaching case of innovative design of smart home wardrobe system
shows the students how to design and formulate a set of meticulous logic map, scientifically and
humanely subdivide the main function module, and carry out the collection and analysis of a large
number of clothing data, and on this basis, carry out the interface design of mobile terminal system, and
finally complete the design and development of smart home wardrobe system, and provide quality life
services for users with smart products. The design and implementation of this process make students
directly and deeply feel the specific design path, application channels and huge future development
space of new intelligent products, stimulate their interest in learning, effectively improve the teaching
quality, teaching effect and students' innovation and practice ability of product design major, and also
provide a reference for the case teaching of the combination of product design talents training and
cutting-edge technology.
7.2 Conclusion 2
Intelligent home and related system design is one of the mainstream directions of future product
design. The case teaching of intelligent home product design based on artificial intelligence technology
such as deep convolutional neural network, which promotes students' cognition and understanding of the
cutting-edge of product design technology, improves teaching effect and quality, causes students to think
more deeply about practice and explore development. For example, the detailed design of intelligent
wardrobe, such as the user inputting the clothing code in the system and guiding the mechanical arm of
the wardrobe to take out the clothes directly through the computer; further design and development of
the clothing automatic storage function, using advanced computer technology, ergonomics and other
principles to enable the user to put the clothes into the wardrobe, the intelligent device identifies the
clothes and automatically places them directly through the track , and synchronized to the intelligent
system, users can directly see the overall situation of the wardrobe in the system, so as to make the home
life more energy-saving, healthy and humanized, and improve the public's pleasant feeling of life and
realize a new home experience of "Future technology, People-oriented".
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